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Details of Visit:

Author: Daveys Naughty Fun
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 6 Feb 2020 3:15
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sexy MILF Olivia Of Milton Keynes
Website: https://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com/girl/olivia/
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

The meet took place at MKE's base of operations. Building was clean, warm and cosy and I had
access to a shower.Plenty of free parking nearby .

The Lady:

I have met Olivia before, but had not seen her for a while. I confirm that her pictures match the lady
in real life and are accurate. Olivia is an elegant, stylish lady with all the curves you could wish for.
She has a personality and spirit to match too. A very engaging and caring lady who makes you feel
ten foot tall when you are sadly departing her company.

The Story:

I knew life would throw me in the vicinity of MKE at some point on a Thursday afternoon and was
going to have to take pot luck as I rang up to find that Olivia was available. I was led up to the room
by a very cheerful maid and had a quick freshen up. Olivia was surprised to see me (I usually say if
I am coming but because my arrangements had no structure, I hadnt confirmed anything today, in
case it didnt work out). I absolutely adore the ultimate GFE experience and Olivia delivers on this
always. I enjoyed the passionate kiss we shared whilst she was still clothed and I was naked, but
not for long as she took off her dress to reveal a black bra and fishnets, and the bra soon exited.

We kissed like long lost lovers, if I had a multi hour booking, we would have easily gone the first
hour in a snogfest. DFK is such a turn on for me in a meet and I was complimented by Olivia, who
was taking my breath away. Shortly after, she went down on me, demonstrating a very delicate 'less
is more' technique that honestly had me throbbing in a way I had not experienced for such a while.

After some more kissing, it was my turn to go down on Olivia , and an opportunity to demonstrate
my own oral skills (I have great feedback elsewhere for this). Equally this is a turn on for me and my
own throbbing continued as I could feel Olivia quiver and her muscles tighten as I explored her.
More kissing ensued.

We had to step things up and with a condom on, Olivia went on top . Olivia went down on me with
her soft touch technique which bought me to an explosive ending. More kissing before we departed
and I will not leave it so long next time.
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Olivia is a wonderful companion and a lady that I absolutely adore. A wonderful experience every
time.
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